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Many s ienti ommunities have expressed a growing interest in ma hine learning
algorithms re ently, mainly due to the generally good results they provide, ompared to traditional
statisti al or AI approa hes. However, these ma hine learning algorithms are often omplex to
implement and to use properly and e iently. We thus present in this paper a new ma hine
learning software library in whi h most state-of-the-art algorithms have already been implemented
and are available in a unied framework, in order for s ientists to be able to use them, ompare
them, and even extend them. More interestingly, this library is freely available under a BSD
li ense and an be retrieved on the web by everyone.
Abstra t.
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1 Introdu tion
Statisti al ma hine learning algorithms [1, 14℄

an be used to

onstru t systems able to learn to

solve tasks given both a set of examples of that task whi h were drawn from an unknown probability
distribution, and with some a priori knowledge of the task.

On top of providing su h algorithms,

resear hers in this eld also provide means of measuring the expe ted performan e of su h systems
when used on new examples drawn from the same probability distribution.
Examples of su h algorithms often used by the ICASSP

ommunity range from multi-layer per-

eptrons and support ve tor ma hines to Gaussian mixture models and hidden Markov models. They
are for instan e used for signal pro essing (analysis and predi tion), image and video pro essing (fa e,
gesture or handwritten re ognition) or spee h pro essing (spee h re ognition or speaker veri ation).
While many new algorithms are proposed every year in various international

onferen es and

journals, it is often di ult for s ientists interested in solving a parti ular task (say spee h re ognition)
to implement them and

ompare them with their usual tools.

The aim of this paper is to present Tor h, a new ma hine learning software library
to the s ienti

1 available

ommunity under a free BSD li ense, and whi h implements most state-of-the-art

ma hine learning algorithms in a unied framework. The obje tive is to ease the

omparison between

algorithms, and simplify the pro ess of extending them or even adding new ones.
organized as follows: in the next se tion, we present the main

The paper is

on epts of Tor h; se tion 3 presents

the most popular ma hine learning algorithms already available in the
ompares Tor h with other available tools; this is followed by a qui k

urrent library; se tion 4

on lusion.

2 Main Con epts of Tor h
Tor h has been developed using an obje t-oriented paradigm and implemented in

C++.

In order to

simplify the modi ation of existing algorithms or the design of new algorithms or methods, a modular
strategy was



hosen through the denition of the following broad

DataSet:

this

lasses:

lass handles data. Several sub lasses provide ways to handle stati

data, data that

an t into memory or whi h

ould be a

or dynami

essed on-the-y from disk (for very

large data sets for example), et ...



Ma hine:

this

lass represents any bla k-box that, given an (optional) input (again, either stati

or dynami ) and some (optional) parameters, returns an output.

It

ould be for instan e a

neural network, a support ve tor ma hine, a hidden Markov model, et ...



Trainer:
given



this

lass is used to sele t an optimal set of parameters of a ma hine a

riterion and a given

Measurer:

obje ts of this

for example the

DataSet, and

test it using another (or the same)

ording to a

DataSet.

lass print in dierent les various measures of interest. It

ould be

lassi ation error, the mean-squared error or the log-likelihood.

DataSet produ es one or several training
Ma hine whi h omputes an output, whi h is used by the
Ma hine. During this pro ess, one or more Measurer(s) an

Thus, the general idea of Tor h is very simple: rst the
examples. The

Trainer

Trainer gives them

to the

to tune the parameters of the

be used to monitor the performan e of the system. Note however that some ma hines
trained by spe i



an only be

trainers:

various gradient ma hines (in luding multi-layer per eptrons)

an be trained by gradient de-

s ent,



support ve tor ma hines, for
on

1

onstrained quadrati

lassi ation or regression

problems,

Tor h is available at http://www.tor

h. h.

an be trained by a trainer spe ialized
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distributions (su h as Gaussian mixture models or hidden Markov models) are usually trained
using an Expe tation-Maximization (or its Viterbi approximation) trainer but

an also be trained

by gradient des ent.

3 Examples of ommonly used ma hines
3.1

Gradient Ma hines

An important te hnique in ma hine learning was introdu ed by the ba k-propagation (BP) algorithm [9℄.

In fa t, BP is the appli ation of a simple gradient des ent to

fun tions. A `gradient ma hine in Tor h
des ent.

orresponds to a fun tion whi h

f (x) where x 2 R is an input ve tor, and w 2 R
w. Then, given a training set (x ; y ) =1 (x 2 R
and y 2 R are the targets), and given a ost fun tion C (f (x); y ), we would like to

More formally, suppose that we have a fun tion
are

omplex but derivable

an be trained by gradient

d

w

m

alled the weights, derivable with respe t to

are the inputs,

i

i i

:::T

i

d

n

i

minimize

T
X

C (f (x ); y )
w

=1

i

i

i

with respe t to

w.

To a hieve this, we often use a sto hasti

in [11℄: the idea is to
to

ompute for ea h example

w and update weights a

Sin e one

i

i

ost fun tion with respe t

ording to the following formula:

w
where the learning rate

gradient des ent te hnique as suggested

(x ; y ) the derivative of the

2R

w 

C (f (x ); y )
w
w

i

i

is given by the user.

an think of many useful kinds of gradient ma hines and

ost fun tions, we de ided to

implement them in Tor h in a very modular way, following an idea proposed in [2℄: rst, several
simple modules

an be plugged with ea h other in order to obtain the fun tion

Moreover, several

ost fun tions

C,

an be

Let us propose an example: suppose you want to
non-linear (say a hyperboli

f (x)
w

w

reate a multi-layer per eptron (MLP), with one

tangent) hidden layer unit, and with one linear output.

The fun tion

an be written as:

f (x) = v0 +

N
X

j

N

is the number of hidden units,

oordinate of

x.

This MLP

v tanh u 0 +
j

w

where

f (x) that is needed.

hosen independently.

=1

Creating

=1

i

i

ij

Tanh

C++

Fig. 1.

For example, if you need to

is the

PN
j

=1

v tanh(u 0 +
j

j

Pd

=1

i

u x)
ji

i

reating this

an use it afterward to des ribe more

reate a mixture of experts [7℄, you just have to

ombine several MLP-experts and an MLP-gater, as suggested by

omplex ma hines is thus a very simple pro ess, espe ially if you

of modules already available in Tor h. For instan e,

ith

Creating this

few lines des ribing this simple graph. Note that

reating a new module: you

i

Linear

f (x) = v0 +
w

x

are the weights, and

ould be viewed in the modular form suggested by

MLP in Tor h is just writing in

mixer whi h would

u x
ji

j

j

Figure 1: Modular view of the fun tion

ma hines.

!

w = (v ; : : : ; u ; : : : )

Linear

MLP in Tor h is like

d
X

omplex
reate a

Fig. 2.

onsider the large number

reating a radial basis fun tion neural network,
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MLP (expert)

MLP (expert)

MLP (Gater)

Mixer

Figure 2: Modular view of a mixture of MLP

a time delay neural network (TDNN), or a
only a few lines of

C++

onvolutional neural network (su h as LeNet [10℄) takes

ode!

Training a gradient ma hine is also quite easy: ea h
Just sele t a

(for example a sto hasti

3.2

ost fun tion and ea h trainer is a module.

ost fun tion (su h as mean-squared error or maximum likelihood) and give it to a trainer
gradient trainer).

Support Ve tor Ma hines

Support Ve tor Ma hines (SVM), proposed in [14℄ have been applied to many
yielding good performan e

ompared to other algorithms [5, 12℄. For

fun tion is of the form

T
X

y = sign

y

i

K (x; x ) + b
i

i

d-dimensional input ve tor of a test example, y 2 f 1; 1g is a lass label, x is the
ith training example, y is its asso iated lass label, T is the number of training
examples, K (x; x ) is a kernel fun tion and
= f 1 ; : : : ; g and b are the parameters of the model.

where

x2R

!
i

=1

lassi ation problems,

lassi ation tasks, the de ision

d

is the

i

input ve tor for the

i

i

Training an SVM

T

onsists in nding

that minimizes the obje tive fun tion
T
X

Q( ) =

i

=1

i

subje t to the

+ 21

T
T
X
X
i

=1 j =1

j

y y K (x ; x )
i

j

i

j

i

onstraints:
T
X
i

=1

y = 0 and 0 
i

i

 C:

i

Many kernels are available in Tor h, but the most used one is the Gaussian kernel:

k(x ; x ) = exp
i

j

2



kx x k2 ( 2 R):
i

j

On e again, SVMs are implemented in a modular way: SVM for regression and
two dierent modules, and ea h kernel is a module. Give them to a quadrati
you

an train your spe i

lassi ation are

onstrained trainer and

SVM. Note that the training algorithm used in Tor h has been proposed

in [8, 4℄, and is one of the fastest available algorithms.

3.3

Distributions

A Tor h distribution is an obje t, su h as a Gaussian, that

an, for instan e,

ompute the probability

or density of a data, or the likelihood of a data set. The parameters of su h a distribution an be trained
using various training algorithms, su h as Expe tation-Maximization (EM) or Viterbi algorithms. In
fa t a Tor h distribution is a parti ular

ase of a gradient ma hine, and thus

ould also be trained
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with a gradient des ent method to optimize any
ma hines, to

reate very

only the two most

3.3.1

riterion, or

ould also be mixed with other gradient

omplex ma hines. Many distributions exist in Tor h, and we des ribe here

ommon ones.

Gaussian Mixture Models

Gaussian mixture models with diagonal
represent any stati

ovarian e matri es are often used in ma hine learning to

distribution. For this reason, they have of

The density evaluated at an example

x given su

p(x) =

N
X

w

n

=1

ourse been implemented in Tor h.

h a distribution is

 N (x;  ;  )
n

n

n

N (x;  ;  ) is a Gaussian with mean 2 2 R
the diagonal of the ovarian e matrix  2 R
:
where

n

n

n

n

N (x; ; ) =
3.3.2

d

where

d is the number of features and with 

n

d

1p

(2) d2 jj

exp



1 (x )  1 (x )
2
T

Hidden Markov Models

Hidden Markov models (HMMs) [13℄ are one of the most used te hniques to represent sequen es (su h
as biologi al sequen es, spee h data, or handwritten data). Basi ally, an HMM

p(X ) of sequen

an model the density

X using a fa tored representation based on a set of states whi h are represented by
emission distributions p(x jq = i), and a table of transition probabilities P (q = ijq 1 = j ), (where
q is the state at time t and x is the tth frame of X ). HMMs are often trained by EM or its Viterbi
es

t

t

t

t

t

t

approximation. In Tor h, both of them have been implemented, as well as gradient des ent. This
enables the user to

reate HMMs with

Moreover, several

omplex distributions, su h as any kind of neural network.

lasses have also been implemented in Tor h in order to be able to solve

on-

ne ted word spee h re ognition tasks. A small vo abulary de oder is already available in Tor h and
a large vo abulary de oder

3.4

ompatible with Tor h will also be available soon on the web site.

Ensembles

Bagging [3℄ and boosting [6℄ are both ensemble algorithms: given a weak learning algorithm, they
train several models using variations of the original dataset and then
by a weighted sum of their outputs. This kind of algorithms

ombine the obtained models

ould be applied on almost any ma hine

learning algorithm. Therefore, in Tor h, you just have to de ides the algorithm you want to bag or
boost and then give it to a bagging trainer or a boosting trainer.

4 Comparisons With Other Tools
Most of the ma hine learning algorithms implemented in Tor h are often already available as standalone softwares. For instan e HTK is a tool used to train hidden Markov models for spee h re ognition
tasks; SVMLight and SVMTor h are tools often used to train support ve tor ma hines; and several
pa kages are easily available to train neural networks. However, to the best of our knowledge, there
are

urrently no unied platform that provide all these algorithms in the same e ient programming

environment, letting the user easily

ompare various solutions (say an MLP and an SVM) on the same

set of tasks, using the same measures of quality and te hniques su h as

ross-validation or bootstrap to

assess their relative performan es. Moreover, thanks to its obje t oriented design, the same platform
an be used to modify

urrent algorithms or add new ones fairly easily.
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In fa t, several
in order to

omparisons have been performed between Tor h and these standalone softwares

ompare (a) the pre ision and (b) the speed and memory requirements of the dierent

platforms. For instan e, a

omparison between HTK and Tor h on a spee h re ognition task using

the ben hmark database Numbers95 showed similar performan es both in terms of training/de oding
time and in terms of word error rates. Also, a

omparison between Tor h and SVMLight, whi h is

a well-known pa kage used to train support ve tor ma hines, showed similar results both in terms
of performan e and training time. Finally, several

omparisons between Tor h and various pa kages

implementing multi-layer per eptrons and gradient des ent were also performed, with in general similar
but faster results obtained by Tor h.

5 Con lusion
In this paper, we have presented Tor h, a new ma hine learning software library freely available
to the s ienti

ommunity, whi h in ludes most popular algorithms and models su h as multi-layer

per eptrons, support ve tor ma hines, Gaussian mixture models, hidden Markov models, K nearest
neighbors, Parzen windows, mixtures of experts, spatial and temporal
(su h as TDNNs and LeNet), Bagging, AdaBoost, Bayes

onvolutional neural networks

lassierset .

Being able to use all these

algorithms in a simple yet unied framework enables resear hers to s ienti ally

ompare them and

easily enhan e them. We strongly believe that providing su h a platform to the

ommunity should

help resear hers to propose and develop novel solutions more qui kly. Moreover, as the platform is
open sour e, these novel algorithms
available to the whole resear h

an be qui kly integrated in new versions of Tor h and be ome

ommunity.
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